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By Cassie Skelley Updated September 22, 2017 AR codes are Action Replay codes. These are game codes used to cheat or enable hack games in video games. The Action Replay code system is integrated into the Dolphin emulator. The Dolphin emulator is a Nintendo Wii and Nintendo Gamecube emulator for PC and Mac. You can
add AR codes to the Dolphin emulator to cheat and hacks in your favorite Nintendo Wii or Nintendo Gamecube games. Go to the Code Junkies website to download game codes for Wii or Gamecube games. Click on the Saves button and codes at the top of the page. Enter the game in the text box and click on the fall box down to select
either the Nintendo Wii or Nintendo Gamecube system. Click Search to find available game codes. Click on the codes to upload them to your computer. Open Action Replay by clicking on the program icon twice. Click the right button on the game in the list that you want to edit and choose edit the patch from the spoof. Open the .ini play
file in the Notebook. Click on start, all programs, accessories and Notebook. Scroll through until you see the ActionReplay section. Find the cheat codes you'd like to include and click I to add a q sign in front of the code. This will allow the code for the game to be used in the dolphin emulator. Download the codes in the Dolphin Emmer AR
section and download the Nintendo Wii or Nintendo Gamecube and play with the cheats or hacks enabled. Android: Works anywhere the password solution LastPass has an Android app, but it works like its own browser. Grab a very useful Dolphin HD browser and install the LastPass extension, and you only need to log into LastPass to
have all your passwords at hand. After installing the LastPass add-on for Dolphin HD from the market, it appears in the right sidebar of the Dolphin, although you don't need to ever see it unless you need to access multiple logins or want to fill out a form. Otherwise, your passwords are just filled where you go inside the dolphin, and as long
as you stay logged into LastPass.LastPass for Dolphin HD requires a premium membership, about $1 per month, but there's a two-week free trial to see if the Dolphin/LastPass combo is more convenient and safe for you than the standard viewing experience. You can grab it from the market, or get there directly from the scanning-capable
CD code left. For a primer on why and how LastPass is, try our introduction tour and our intermediate guide. Whenever we say passwords, we always preach the same thing: Use strong, hard to remember... More When it comes to getting things done on your mobile phone, you can never be fast enough. There have been so many
changes in the Android kernel over the years, however, that may have missed a few ways that you can make things faster or more efficient right now. Responding to Calls with canned messagesIt is one of those features that we all know exists, but many of us forget because we don't tend to study the user interface when we get a phone
call. However, most Android phones have the ability to send a ready-made text message to the person calling you when you can't speak. In an Android warehouse, you can do this by swiping up when you get a call, rather than left or right. Then you just choose any of the preliminary messages and your phone will automatically respond
with that message to the person calling. Go to App Info by dragging icons to your home screenIt's another trick that's easiest to stock in Android. If you need to go to the app settings, go to the app drawer, drag the icon to the home screen and you should see App Info appear at the top. Drag the icon to this and release it. This will go
straight to the recording of this app in the Settings app. Some skinned versions of Android don't support this, but many custom launchers do. If your phone doesn't support it and you want a launcher that does, Nova Launcher is our choice. Call, text, or go to your contacts' address by clicking their PhotoThis feature so old that many
Android users may never have known that it was lurking there the whole time. In many Android apps, including set, contacts, Gmail, Messages and more, you'll see a small arrow in the corner of the contact image. This means that you can touch their photos and quickly go to all the different ways you can connect with them. If you have the
address information stored, you can even easily open Google Navigation to your home. This is one of those features that rewards those who keep their contacts in order, so if you have a mess, it may be helpful to do some spring cleaning and join all these duplicate entries. Add contact, bookmark, or referral widgets to common tasksIf you
want to take the last tip one step further, you can add contact widgets to your home screen. 1x1 contact widgets can also be added to the folder, so you can connect with all your loved ones through any environment in just a couple of taps. You can also create bookmark-sized widgets, frequent navigation requests, Google Drive files,
Dropbox folders, Gmail tags, settings spoofing, and more. If you're an old Android veteran, you may know this feature better as a shortcut. Some phones still label it as such and hide them under different categories, but overall Google seems to be steering the tongue away from the shortcuts and just lumps them all together like widgets.
Using the Android keyboard as an extension ExpanderText isn't just a desktop domain. In Android, you can create shortcuts in a custom dictionary that function as text extenders. This can work for everything from turning lh into a Lifehacker or I into your email address. There are several places where the auto-delivery is off Shortcuts won't
work, but in most cases, you can do a short job of long phrases. Android: There have already been some pretty great applications for text extension for Android. However, if... Read moreUse pronouns and Good, Google's Voice SearchThis one is pretty new, so you'll be forgiven for not realizing that it was there. However, Google has
started rolling out some improvements for search on Android. First, you've always been able to call a voice search in Google Now with Good, Google Hot Word. Now, it works even when you look at search results. Let's say you want to know who's playing second fiddle to Clark Gregg in this new Marvel show. Okay, Google. Who plays
SHIELD Agents? Google will respond by scrolling through the list of actors. Now you're curious when you can watch it. Okay, Google. When does this happen? Google knows from your previous search that this applies to show Agents of SHIELD and will be looking for what you are looking for. Being able to continue using voice actions
without touching your phone is an added bonus. Find the app you're looking for with Intitle: Operator It's no secret that the Play Store is full of a lot of garbage. Google has improved search results a bit in recent years, but it can still be a pain to find a specific app. Fortunately, you can use a familiar intitle: a search operator to narrow down
the results. You can also use allintitle: to search for multiple words at the same time. The team behind the Dolphin Emulator for Android has revealed a few problems that still remain. It showed that the Nvidia Shield TV out-performs Snapdragon 835 phones in a key scenario, despite the Nvidia device using three-year-old silicon. Gpu
driver support and aggressive performance management have been cited as two obstacles to performance enhancement on Android phones. The Dolphin emulator has become the preferred choice for gamers hoping to play Nintendo GameCube and Wii titles on their PC or Android devices. The emulator is finally back in the Play Store
after a two-year absence last week, and the team detailed some of the problems that still remain. In a post on the Dolphin website, the team began by explaining their reasons for pulling the emulator out of the Play Store two years ago. They alluded to an endless stream of bad ratings and angry comments, despite warning users that
many games would not be in the playoffs. With the emulator now returning to the Play Store, the team has revealed improvements to the Android version made possible by changing the landscape of smartphone hardware. For one thing, the 64-bit AArch64 architecture is now more common on phones, which is important because Dolphin
doesn't support 32-bit devices. He adds that most top devices now OpenGL ES 3.0 graphic drivers too, which are the key to providing better performance in the emulator. There is still no GPU driver support Dolphin team says that if you buy a modern Android flagship, there is a good chance that it will work emulator. The big problem with
Android phones, however, is that driver support still leaves much to be desired. Most of the new Mali and Adreno chipsets are at least trying to support GLES3, and some even manage to support Vulkan to a good enough degree to run the Dolphin. The problem is that their drivers are incredibly spotty, with regressions and fixes varying
from release to release. However, the team says the graphics drivers on Android have improved tremendously in the last few years, but adds that they are not yet perfect. Dolphin Actually, the team points to Nvidia Shield TV and its full Nvidia drivers as a living example of what is possible when GPU manufacturers provide the necessary
level of support. Many games require a dolphin feature called the EFB store's RAM in order to work properly, and a three-year-old SHIELD TV out-performs last year's Snapdragon 835 flagship silicon when this feature is enabled (see chart above). When the EFB store's RAM function is disabled, the silicon Snapdragon manages to pull
forward when paired with Vulkan. The team has not shown a comparison of the Silicon Snapdragon 845 compared to the Nvidia Shield TV, but the fact that the 2015 Nvidia device can pull ahead of last year's silicon - even though the Android TV shield device is excluding battery life - shows us that more full support for the GPU driver is
needed on Android phones. Should you eradicate your phone? Dolphin Dolphin Team notes that it is certainly possible to play many GameCube or Wii games at full speed on Android. However, another big problem on some phones is the governor who controls the clock speed of the processor. The team notes that some phones with an
aggressive governor (i.e. often scaling back from battery time) require users to root out their phones to customize said the governor for better performance. The team cautioned against rooting the phone due to the risks involved, but the results can be instructive, as onePlus 5 (see chart above) proves. The team behind the emulator notes
that the Pixel 2 does not suffer from the same regulatory problems as the OnePlus 5 (despite the use of the same silicon), but adds that google phone's new Adreno GPU drivers have introduced serious problems in some games. In truth, if you hope to play GameCube and Wii games using an emulator, you better try to run The Dolphin on
your computer. In fact, the team gave us this advice last year in connection with the release of the Galaxy S8, saying it would be wiser to spend $750 on a PC rather than if emulation is a top priority. Do you use the Dolphin emulator on Android? What performance do you get? Let us know in the comments! Comments! Comments!
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